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Administration, Ames Research Center, by Martin Marietta Corpor-
ation, Denver Division, in accordance with the r6quirements of
Modification 1 to Contract NAS2-7489.
The work was administered under the technical direction of Mr.
Duane W. Dugan, NASA-ARC Technical Monitor, Mr. Dale A. Fester,
1	 Section Chief, Thermodynamics and Fluid Mechanics, Propulsion
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An experimental program was conducted for the purpose of eval-
uating propellant behavior characteristics in spinning toroidal
tanks that could conceivably be used in a retro-propulsion system
for a proposed outer-planet Pioneer orbiter. The effects of
typical mission requirements and related phenomena upon propel-
lant slosh and settling and orientation and stability of the
ullage were investigated in a subscale model tank under both
one-g and low-g acceleration environments. Specific conditions
included in the study were axial acceleration, spin rate, spin-
rate change, and spacecraft wobble, both singly and in combina-
tion. A one-eighth scale, transparent tank was used for testing.
A simulated propellant acquisition device was included in the
tank. The low-g testing was accomplished in the Martin Marietta
2.1-second drop tower facility. Fluid behavior was recorded with
a high-speed movie camera. Liquid loadings in the test tank
ranged from 51 to 96; full.
Methanol and water in combinative with appropriate spin-rates
and accelerations of the scale model system were used to simulate
the behavior of fluorine, nitrogen tetroxide, monomethylhydrazine,
and hydrazine.
A general conclusion reached from the experimental results was
that no major fluid behavior problems would be encountered with
the use of toroidal tanks containing any of the four propellants
in a proposed spin-stabilized orbiter spacecraft. In the absence
of perturbing forces during coast phases, the propellant distri-
bution would be uniform with a stable and symmetrical ullage
volume at all propellant loadings. Test results indicated that
slosh problems during liquid settling following engine ignition
would be minor, since the propellant acquisition device provided
adequate damping for liquid volumes of 25`/ or less and helped to
damp sloshing at large propellant loadings. Some additional
baffling could easily be installed with little weight penalty
if more rapid damping is desired for liquid volumes greater than
25"/. Additional testing is necessary to determine the magnitude
of slosh forces and frequencies in a spinning torus.
The most severe fluid behavior problems observed resulted from
simulated spacecraft wobble which produced an unsymmetrical pro-
pellant distribution. However, this problem is not considered
serious, since the design of the proposed spin-stabilized space-
craft includes a dynamic damper to reduce -wobble to zero once
the cause of the wobble (e.g., misaligned thrust during engine
vi
operation) disappears. Depending on the frequency of the propel-
lant motion in the spinning toroidal tanks, some dynamic damping
of the wobble might also be furnished by the propellants. Addi-
tional testing in this area would be desirable.
Test results indicated that spacecraft spin-rate changes would
4	
not cause major effects on spacecraft operation, propellant
acquisition, or tank design.
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j. - _ _ INTRODUCTION- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
In 1973, a study was initiated to investigate the feasibility
of developinc a toroidal tank 4ystem for use in a spin-stabilized
Pioneer-type orb'-ter for outer planet missions. The results of
this study (Ref. 1) indicated that toroidal tanks employing sur-
face tension propellant management devices could be fabricated
and employed in the spinning, spacecraft with no major problems
or difficulties. Another study conducted by TRW Systems (Ref. R)
indicated certain advantages in weight, packaging, and structural
mounting is two toroidal tanks were to be used in the spinning
spacecraft rather than combinations of two or four spherical
tanks. However, the results of these studies were analytical
L. nature and lacked experimental confirmation in many respects.
one of the major areas of concern was the fluid behavior character-
istics associated with a spinning toroidal tank. Before consider-
ing a full-size tank development program, it was believed useful
to conduct scale model testing to assess the nature of propellant
slosh and settling and of ullage orientation and stability
characteristics of propellants contained in a spinning toroidal
tank. The effects of axial acceleration, spin rate, spin rate
changes, and spacecraft wobble singly and in combination on fluid
behavior for propellant loadings from nearly full to nearly empty
were of interest.
The present study was carried out in four consecutive steps to
evaluate fluid behavior in spinning toroidal tanks. The four
steps were: Test Planning, Test Hardware Design and Assembly,
Testing, and Documentation. The program schedule, based on a
March 18, 1974 starting date, is shown in Figure 1.
Major program guidelines and constraints were specified as follows.
First, testing should be conducted 1i a subscale, transparent tank
in order to observe and re.ord the fluid behavior photographi-
cally. The tank was to contain a simulated propellant management
device. Propellants to be considered for simulation in test were
nitrogen tetroxide, fluorine, monomethylhydrazine and hydrazine.
Dynamic conditions to be simulated singly and in combination
during the test program were stipulated as follows:
Axial Acceleration	 0 to O.lg
Spin Rate
	 0 to 20 rpm
Spin Rate Change	 1 rpm/sec	 k
Wobble (natation of spin axis)
	 1.6 minimum
a
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The initial effort was devoted to development of the test plan
to meet the program objectives. In addition to establishing
types of tests and test conditions, it was r.lso necessary to
desibu test hardware compatible with the limitations imposed by
the test facilities. The same test hardware was to be used in
both beach (one-g) and drop tower (low-g) facilities.
The following sections contain a discussion of the Martin
Marietta Low-G Test Facility (drop tower) and a description of
the test hardware used in this facility.
A.	 DROP TOWER FACILITY
The drop tower is located in the Vertical Test Fixtvre at the
Denver Division of Martin. Marietta Corporation. A free-fall
distance of 22.9 meters (75 feet) provides a usable low-g test
time of 1.2 seconds.
The drop system, shown in Figure 2, consists of an outer capsvlc
(drag shield), and a smaller inner capsule (test cell) that con-
tains the experiment, power supply, and instrumentation. For
zero-g tests, the test cell falls unguided and independent of the
drag shield. Air drag on the test cell and piston effect (caused
by relative travel between the two capsules) are reduced to an
insignificant acceleration level (less than 10- 5g) by evacuating
the drag shield to absolute pressure levels of less than 5 mm
Hg. The relative travel distance between the two capsules per-
mits a free-fall duration for the test cell of 2.1 sec. The
entire capsule assembly is decelerated in a wheat bin. Peak
deceleration is less than 25g and the deceleration time interval
is less than 0.15 second.
To simulate low-g environments, the test cell is accelerated
relative to the drag shield during the drop by a NEG'ATOR*
spring motor assembly and cable arrangement shown in Figure 2.
The motors provide a near-constant force with linear deflection.
The average acceleration applied to the test specimen is cal-
culated by dividing the applied spring force by the test cell
mass.
*Manufactured by Hunter Spring Company, Hatfield, Pennsylvania
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Figure 2: Low-G Drop Capsule Assembly
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dtte test cell coutainu, iu addition to the test specimen, a lb-mm
Millikeu Model âibt11a caesura, a battery pack, and light sources
for illumivatiu^; tkue specimen. The Milli!-.en camera permits
photographic. docuiteatation up to 200 frames per second.
Several factors were considered in establishing the size of the
toroidal test Cant. to be used in the drop tower. Tile first
factor was fluid reorientation time, defined as tha time for the
liquid-gas interface to reach its equilibrium zero-gravity orien-
tation after initiating the drop test. Since the daration of
the drop test is only 2.1 seconds, this factor should be no more
than a small fractiou of one second. Reorientation time is
proportional to tank size which, therefore, should be made
small.
A second factor influencing tank size selection was the optical
characteristics of the tank. Since data is recorded only by
photographic means, it is necessary that the tank surfaces offer
as clear a view of the contained liquid as possible. Surfaces
with large curvature tend to refract and distort images more than
do flat surfaces. Smaller tanks, with highly curved surfaces,
are not as desirable from an optical standpoint as larger ones.
Another consideration was the actual envelope of the test cell
available for the test specimen. 'This envelope is defined not
only by the totalvolume of the test cell but also by camera
requirements such as field of view and lens focal length.
An important consideration in selecting a tank size was the
scaling relationship between the model and the full-size tank
desired. In the case of a toroidal tank, two dimensions are
significant, the major and minor radii. In order to keep the
scale-model tank geometrically proportional to the ful:-size
tank, the ratio of major to minor radii was made essentially
the same, i.e., 3 to 1.
After evaluation of all the above factors, a minor radius of
1.91 cm (0.75 inch) was selected for the model. The correspond-
ing major radius was 5.72 cm (2.25 inches), resulcing in a test
tank essentially one-eighth the size of the tank of Reference 1.
The selected minor radius provided acceptable opLical character-
istics for data recording and, together with the major radius,
defined a tank size compatible with the test cell envelope.
Inasmuch as reorientation time data are not presently available
5
for turoidal tanks, estimates of reorientation times for a
spherical tank of radius 1.91 cm (0.75 inch) and a cylindrical
annulus with a gap width of 3.81 cm (1.5 inches) weremade from
heferences 3 and 4, to provide values from which such times for
the toroidal tank model might be deduced. Calculated reorient-
ation times for the sphere and annulus were 0.22 second and 0.14
second, respectively. It was believed that the reorientation
time in the toroidal tank would also be in this range so that
the selected minor radius was a reasonable choice.
Methods of fabricating the test tank were also inc?otigated.
Two methods considered we-e hot forming of a plexiglass sheet in
a die and casting of polyester resin in a mold. Both methods
produce symmetrical halves of the torus which are cemented to-
gether to form the complete tank. The latter method was selec-
ted because a number of test tanks could be produced rapidly at
low cost.
The assembly for supporting and spinning the test tank during
both bench and drop tower testing is sho-«-n in Figure 3. The
toroidal test tank was supported on a shaft over a hole in a
housing containing two Sun Gun lamps that illuminate the tank
from the underside. A mirror for observing rae top of the tor-
oidal tank was mounted above at approximately a 45 0 angle.
<-ientation of the mirror made it possible to photograph the
front and top view of the tank simultaneously.
Spinning of the tank was provided by a high-speed camera motor
through a gear box underneath the lamp housing, only the gear
box base is visible in Figure 3. The motor speed was controlled
remotely by a rheostat connected by a landline to the motor. A
tachometer sensing switch was also mounted on the gear box under-
neath the lamp housing and was connected by landline to the tach-
ometer located near tha power control rheostat.
The shaft used to support and spin the tear tank was a solid,
straight rod for all tests except those simulating spacecraft
wobble. For the wobble tests, the geometric axis of the test
tank was displaced by an angle from the instantaneous spin axis.
Two approaches were employed to provide the required minimum dis-
placement of 1.6 0. The first employed a solid shaft bent at an
angle of 20 , as shown in Figure 4. The bent shaft produced the
wobble effect in the toroidal tai.k during spinning.
The ..econd approach, also shown in Figure 4, used a flexible
coupling in the spin shaft with a mechanical stop to limit the
0
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Figure 3 1'est Equipment Assembly
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geometric axis travel to +20 . This method was used to ascertain
whether perturbations and unsymmetrical liquid distributions would
tend to increase the wobble effects. The helical spring used in
the flexible coupling had an axial spring rate of 98.1 newtons/cm
(5b lbf/in.), A lateral farce of approximately 0.5561 newtons
(0.125 lbf) was required to hold the coupling against its mech-
anical stop.
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Al._ — TESL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS — — _ _ _ — _ _
Four types of tests were used to evaluate fluid behavior in a
spinning toroidal tank. These were: ullage orientation,
liquid settling, wobble, and spin rate change tests. A discus-
sion of each of these types follows.
A.	 ULLAGE ORIEW&ION
During the study described in Reference 1, a computer analysis
indicated that the liquid-gas interface would be flat and the
ullage uniformly distributed in the propellant tanks during all
mission phases. This uniform distribution was attributed to the
radial acceleration resulting from spin stabilization of the
spacecraft. However, previous work performed at the NASA-LeRC
Zero-G Facility (Ref. 5 and 6) indicated that, at liquid volumes
of 507 or greater and under zero-g conditions without spin, the
ullage in toroidal tanks tended toward an unsymmetrical orien-
tation, forming one or more bubbles. Therefore, two aspects of
the ullage behavior in toroidal tanks were to be investigated in
the Martin Marietta Zero-G Facility. First, it was necessary to
corroborate ullage-bubble breakup under zero-g conditions and
then to evaluate the stabilizing effect of spin on the ullage
orientation. The range of ligiid volumes to be evaluated was
specified at 5 to 96% of the total tank volume. Five volumes of
5, 25, 50, 75 and 96% were selected. A simulated propellant
acquisition device of the type described in Reference 1 was in-
cluded in the test tank.
The general procedure followed was to make two drop tests for
each volume. The first test was conducted without spin. In
the second test, the tank was spun at a given rate prior to and
during the test. Both tests were conducted without axial accel-
eration. During each test, ullage behavior was recorded on
high-speed color film.
To establish the required spin rate for the test tank and test
fluid used, two similarity conditions are pertinent. The first
is the tank Bond number and the second is the buoyancy force
resulting from spacecraft spin. The Bond number is a dimension-
less number defined as the ratio of hydrostatic to capillary
forces acting at the liquid/vapor i:tterfece. It determines the
shape of the liquid/vapor interface and provides an indication
of the potential for ullage-bubble breakup. For example, at
very low Bond numbers, the capillary farces predomlaate so that
J
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the liquid/vapor interface is strongly curved with a high possi-
bility ofthe ullage separating into two or more segments. At
very high Bond numbers, the hydrostatic forces predominate so
that the liquid/vapor interface is flat with essentially no
possibility of forming or maintaining multiple bubbles. Math-
ematically, the Bond number is given by
P 2
Bo = Cr L At
where p = liquid density
Q = liquid surface tension
L = system characteristic dimension
At = total acceleration acting on the interface.
In the present test under zero-g conditions (no axial acceler-
ation), the total acceleration is that resulting from spinning,
i.e., the radial acceleration, given by
A = RW2
r
where R = major toroidal radius
W = spin rate.
If the characteristic dimension L is taken as the minor toroidal
radius, r, the Bond number pertinent to the subject test is
obtained from
Bo 
= Q 2 R 2^
Figure 5 shows the variation of Bond number with spin rate for
each of the four specified propellants in the full-size tank
defined in Reference 1. The pertinent propellant properties are
V^	 summarized in Table 1. For the cruise spin rate of 5 rpm used
in the Pioneer vehicle, the Bond numbers for the propellants
range from about 40 for hydrazine to 300 for fluorine. For the
higher spin rate of 10 rpm employed during QV engine firings,
the corresponding Bond number variation is from 180 to 1200.
According to Reference 7, for axisymmetric containers such as
spheres or cylinders, the liquid/vapor interface is essentially
flat at Bond numbers of approximately 50. Thus, the data of
Figure 5 indicate that the hydrazine tank represents the worst
case condition in regard to Bond number, To simulate these
worst case conditions in the test tank, hydrazine tank Bond
numbers were used to define test tank spin rates.
11
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Table 1: Fluid Property Summary
Fluid
Density
Kg/cm3 (lbm/ft3 )
Surface Tension
Newtons/cm (lbf/ft)
F2 1.45 (90.5) 1.43 x 10 -4 (0.97 x 10-3)
N204 1.45 (90.2) 2.69 x 10-4 (1.83 x 10 3)
MMH 0.88 (54.9) 3.44 x 10 4 (2.34 x 10 3)
N2114 1.01 (62.8) 6.76 x 10-4 (4.6 x 10 3)
Methanol 0.79 (49.4) 2.28 x 10 4 (1.55 x 10 3)
lil
N
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The test fluid selected for the ullage orientation tests was
methanol, primarily because its wetting characteristics are
similar to ti.-, candidate propellants. Methanol properties are
also presented in Table 1. Bond numbers for the test tank using
methanol were calculated and are also shown in Figure 5 as a
function of spin-rate. Simulating hydrazine tank Bond numbers
at 5 and 10 rpm requires spinning the test tank at 75 and 150
rpm, respectively. While the lower spin rate is associated with
a Bond number slightly less than 50, the higher spin-rate condi-
tion was selected for test. This higher spin rate represents
the conditions just prior to starting the AV engine. If the
ullage was unstable or unsymmetrical at this time, center-of-
gravity shift might occur. Application of the AV engine thrust
could create an attitude control problem. Therefore, the test
spin-rate of 150 rpm was selected to simulate the higher Bond
number condition which may have a more adverse affect on space-
craft operation. An unsymmetrical ullage at low spin-rates,
while not desirable, was judged to be less critical because the
long coast periods would allow reorientation of the ullage under
the influence of spacecraft spin. This effect provides the basis
for the second similarity condition which might be used to estab-
lish the test tank spin-rate. This condition is discussed in the
following paragraphs.
The second similarity condition would require that the same buoyant
force (i.e., radial acceleration) developed ,n the full-size tank
be employed in the test tank. This radial acceleration, together
with the test tank geometry, defines the spin rata necessary for
similarity. However, tests performed under this condition would
not be definitive. The radial acceleration during coast in the
full-size tank at 5 rpm is 0.017g at the tank outer wall and
decreases to one-half that value at the inner wall. The spin
rate required to produce the same radial acceleration distribution
in the test tank is 14 rpm. The Bond number in the test tank for
this spin rate would be only 1.6 (see Figure 5). Thus, the ullage
in the test tank could break-up into two or more bubbles as a
result of splashing occurring during the change in axial accel-
eration from one-g to zero-g at the start of the drop test. The
low buoyant force associated with the 14 rpm spin rate could then
require time in excess of the 2.1-second drop time to orient the
bubbles on the inner wall of the Lest tank. However, in the full-
size tank under actual mission conditions, the Bond numbers are
large (approximately 40 for the hydrazine tank) so that the
possibility of ullage break-up is less. In addition, the time
available between AV engine operations is measured in days so
that any bubbles that might have been formed in the liquid from
14
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the previous engine operation or other possible perturbations
would be moved by buoyancy toward the inner tank wall. Just
prior to firing the AV engine, the spacecraft spin r _e is in-
creased to 10 rpm with a corresponding four-fold incv2ase in
buoyant force (radial acceleration). Any bubbles in the liquid
at that time should be moved rapidly to the inner tank wall.
Therefore, it is believed. no problems due to ullage breakup will
occur in the full-size tank under normal operation of the pro-
posed spacecraft.
Results of the tests are presented in the following paragraphs.
Where possible, the discussion is supplemented by photographic
black-and-white enlargements of selected frames from the high-
speed color filme.
In general, the test results were in agreement with the results
of References 5 and 6. For liquid volumes of 50! or greater
under conditions of zero-g, the ullage tended toward an unsym-
metrical distribution and, in some cases, broke up into several
bubbles. Applying a spin rate of 150 rpm to all volume condi-
tions produced a stable, symmetrical ullage under zero axial-g
conditions. Figure 6 illustrates the ullage orientation for a
96% liquid volume for a zero rpm s- 4n rate under both one-g and
zero axial-g acceleration conditions. In Figure 6(a), the
system is subjected to a normal one-g environment prior to the
drop test and the ullage is distributed symmetrically in the top
of the tank. Figure 6(b) is a picture taken near the end of the
2.1-second, zero-g drop test for the 96% liquid volume. The
ullage volume has divided into seven distinct bubbles which are
non-symmetrically distributed in the tank. Figure 7 presents
similar data for 961/
 liquid volume subjected to a spin rate of
150 rpm. Under a one-g acceleration, the liquid is displaced to
the outer wall with the ullage located nearer to and symmetrical
about the spin axis as indicated in Figure 7(a). A th3oretical
propellant distribution for these conditions is shown in Figure 8,
assuming the liquid-gas interface is flat. Comparison of the
photograph of Figure 7(a) with the drawing of Figure 8 shows
good agreement in regard to liquid distribution and orientation.
For the condition of zero axial acceleration with spin, the
liquid-gas interface should be oriented vertically or parallel
to the spin axis, since only radial acceleration is present.
The ullage should also be uniformly distributed, Figure 7(b),
taken from the film strip near the end of the drop test, shows
that these conditions do exist. In the tank top view in Figure
7(b), the liquid-gas interface appears as a circle near the
toroidal tank inner wall.
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(a) Axial Acceleration - One-g (b)	 Axial Acceleration - Zero-g
Figure 6: Ullagc Orientation for 967. Liquid Volume and Zero rpm Spin-Rate
(a)	 Axial Acceleration - One-g
	
(b)	 Axial Acceleration - Zero-g
Figure 7: Ullage Orientation for 96% Liquid Volume and 150 rpm Spin Rate
a.
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Test results for the cases of 75% liquid volumes with no spin and
with spin are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. Compari-
son between Figure 9(b) and Figure 10(b) shows the stabilizing
effect of spin on the ullage orientation in a zero axial-g en-
vironment. In Figure 9(b) the ullage volume is unsymmetrical,
forming a bubble roughly in the shape of a toroidal segment.
With the application of spin, the ullage as shown in Figure 10(b)
is symmetrically distributed about the spin axis on the tank
inner wall.
Figures'll and 12 present results of testing with a liquid volume
of 507.. The photograph of Figure 11(b), taken near the end of
the drop test, indicates that unsymmetrical distribution was
beginning to develop. Had test time been longer, one or more
bubbles in the shape of toroidal segments would probably have
formed. As for previous volumes, the application of spin pro-
duced a symmetrical distribution of the ullage volume on the
inner toroidal tank surface, as indicated in Figure 12.
Testing with 25 and 5% liquid volumes produced results somewhat
different in that the propellant distribution and, therefore, the
ullage was symmetrical under conditions of zero axial acceleration
and zero spin rate. These results are in agreement with those of
References 5 and 6. Figure 13 shows the propellant distribution
for 25% liquid volumes during zero-g drop tests without and with
a spin rate. In both cases, most of the liquid is distributed
on the outer tank wall. In Figure 13(a), a small amount of
liquid is distributed	 the top and bottom of the tank as indi-
cated by the slight shading. However, with the 150 rpm spin rate,
all of the liquid is distributed on the outer tank surface.
Figure 14 shows the liquid distribution for the 5%-volume tests.
For a zero spin rate, Figure 14(a) shows that nearly all of the
liquid is retained around the edges of the propellant acquisition
device. This result indicates that, although the propellant
acquisition device was designed to function under the influence
of a radial acceleration, it will also retain some propellant
under the resulting zero-g condition if it were necessary to
completely despin the spacecraft. When t'e 150 rpm spin rate was
applied to the tank, the liquid was distr.buted on the outer tank
surface as shown in Figure 14(b). The liquid mass was still in
contact with the communication channels of the propellant acqui-
sition device.
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(a) Axial Acceleration . One-g	 (b) Axial Acceleration = Zero-d
Figure 9: Ullage Orientation for 75% Liquid Volume and Zero rpm Spin-Rate
(a) Axial Acceleration - One-g	 (b) Axial Acceleration - Zero-g
Figure 10: Ullage Orientation for 757 Liquid Volume and 150 rpm Spin-Rate
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f a) Axial Acceleration - One-g (b) Axial Acceleration - Zero-g
(a) Axial Acceleration - One-g (b) Axial Acceleration - Zero-g 0
Figure 11: Ullage Orientation for 50% Liquid Volume and Zero rpm Spin-Rate
Figure 12: Ullage orientation for 507, Liquid Volume and 150 rpm Spin-Rate
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(a) Zero rpm Spin-Rate	 (bi 150 rpm Spin-Rate
Figure 13: Ullage Orientation for 25% Liquid Volume and Zero Axial
Acceleration
(a) Zero rpm Spin-Rate
	
(b) 150 rpm Spin-Rate
Figure 14: Ullage Orientation for 5% Liquid Volume and Zero Axial
Acceleration
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B.	 LIQUID SETTLING
It was shown durin3 the ullage orientation analysis, described in
reference 1, that the propellant mass in the toroidal tank prior
to engine firing (zero axial acceleration) is distributed on the
outer surface of the tank wall. This particular distribution is
a result of the prevailing radial acceleration due to spacecraft
spin. When the engine is started, the propellant mass moves in
response to the axial acceleration component toward the bottom zf
the tank and up the inner tank wall. A simplified slosh analysis
conducted during the previous study showed that significant dump-
ing of the propellant motion was provided by the recommended pro-
pellant acquisition device. To verify these analytical results,
the liquid settling process was simulated in the drop tower.
Test conditions :mployed were:
1) Liquid volumes of 5, 25, and 507.;
2) Axial acceleration of 0.334g;
3) Spin rates of 15, 20, 25, and 50 rpm; and,
4) Methanol as the test fluid.
The liquid volume range tested was selected on the assumption that
sloshing forces arising from liquid settling in the toroidal tank
would increase to a maximum at liquid volumes of 507, as is the
case is spherical tanks (Ref. 4). The axial acceleration specified
above is the maximum value that could be readily applied in the
drop tower facility with available equipment. This acceleration
was provided by clustering three 22.24-newton (5-lb f) NEG'ATOR
springs in parallel. The resulting force of 66.72-newtons (15-
lbf), when divided by the total test cell mass of 199 kilograms
(439 lbm), produced an average acceleration of 0.034g.
In order to maintain similarity between the scale model and full-
size system operation, the ratio of axial to radial accelerations
of the full-size tank was used to establish test model spin rates.
An estimate of this ratio was made from mission data given in
Reference 1. The result is plotted versus percent liquid volume
in Figure 15. It was also desired to extend the coverage of the
test program to provide parametric data. A second acceleration-
ratio variation based on increased propellant mass, spacecraft
spin rate, and engine thrust was also estimated and is plotted
as the parametric curve in Figure 15. The spacecraft date used
to calculate the two acceleration-ratio curves is presented in
Table 2.
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Figure 15: Axial to Radial Acceleration Ratio for
Liquid Settling and Slosh Analysis
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Table 2: Spacecraft Data Used to Calculate Acceleration Ratios
Study	 Parametric
Propellant Mass, Kg (lbm)	 472 (1040	 590 (1300)
Spacecraft Mass, Kg (lbm)	 939 (2069)
	
1043 (2300)
Maximum Spin Rate, RPM 	 10	 20
Maximum Axial Acceleration, g 0.091 	 0.4
Tank Geometry
Minor Radius, m (ft) 0.154 (0.505) 0.154 (0.505)
Major Radius, m (ft) 10.458 (1.505) 10.458 (1.505)
The spin rates for the test program were selected to bracket the
two acceleration lines. Tests were performed with 5, 25, and 507
liquid volumes at spin rates of 15, 20, and 23 rpm, as indicated
in Figure 15. A test was also run for the 5% liquid volume case
at a 50-rpm spin rate. For each drop test, the test tank was
mounted in the test cell in an inverted position so that the
bottom half of the tank (the half with the propellant acquisition
device) was uppermost. The tank was positioned in this manner
since the NEG'ATOR spring imparts a downward acceleration on the
test cell, as indicated in Figure 2. This downward pull represents
the axial engine thrust and tends to move the liquid upward during
the drop test, in subsequent discussions, the portion of the tank
with the simulated propellant acquisition device will be referred
to as the bottom half regardless of the orientation in the drop
:rests. The NEG'ATOR spring force was applied to the test cell at
the start of the test and continued until the teat cell bottomed
in the arrestor inside the drag shield near the end of the drop
period. Prior to initiating the drop test, the desired spin rate
was applied to the toroidal tank. This spin rate was also
applied continuously during the test. An additional test.' was
conducted without a simulated propellant acquisition device to
allow a comparison of the settling and slosh damping in the
toroidal tank with and without a propellant acquisition device.
This test was conducted at a 25% liquid volume and a spin rate
of 20 rpm.
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The results indicate that, in general, no major slosh problems
would be annociated with propellant settling in the toroidal tank
system of a opin-stabilized vehicle. Most of the fluid oscilla-
tions in the model tanks with the propellant acquisition device
appeared to be reasonably damped by the end of the test time.
To illustrate these results, a series of sequential photographs
was made from the high-speed film strips of four drop tests.
These four tests were selected as being representative of the
entire liquid settling tests.
Figure 16 presents the sequential photographs for the first test
in which the tank does not contain a propellant acquisition de-
vice. Figure 16(a) illustrates the orientation of the liquid
just before the drop test was initiated. At this time, the axial
acceleration is effectively negative with a magnitude of normal
gravity and the liquid is located in the top of the inverted tank.
The spin rate of 20 rpm produces a radial acceleration of only
0.026g (at the major radius) so that displacement of the liquid
toward the outer wall is not discernible (i.e., the liquid-gas
interface is essentially horizontal). Figure 16(b) shows the
orientation of the liquid at 0.5 second. By this time, the liquid
has moved under the combined positive axial and radial acceler-
ations from the top of the tank, along the outer wall to the
bottom of the tank, and toward the inner wall, as is indicated
by the dark areas in the top and front views. After 1.0-second,
the liquid has reversed its direction and is moving back toward
the outer tank wall as indicated by the darkening front view in
Figure 16(c). By 1.5 seconds, as indicated in Figure 16(d),
most of the liquid has been displaced to the outer wall in the
bottom half of the tank under the combined effect of axial and
radial acceleration. The lack of propellant on the inner surface
is evident by the very light areas in the center of the top view
and the lower part of the front view. At 2.0 seconds, just be-
fore the end of the test, the liquid bee again reversed its
direction of motion and is moving toward the inner walls. This
is indicated by the darkening areas in the bottom of the tank in
Figure 16(e).
The photographic sequence indicates that an oscillatory or slosh-
ing motion of the liquid is preshnt. Since the drag force along
the walls, the liquid internal friction, and the capsule total
acceleration are all small, this motion would continue for some
time. The 2.1-second drop test time is not sufficient for these
forces to damp out this motion. A very rough estimate of the
frequency of the oscillation was made by observing the liquid-
gas interface movement along the tank surface in the top view.
This interface appeared as a distinct line in the top view moving
25
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(a) Time - Zero Sec.
Axial Acceleration = 1.Og
(b) Time - 0.5 Sec,
Axial Acceleratio
f
FOLDOUT FRAMr }
(d) Time = 1.5 Sec.
Axial Acceleration = 0.034g
Figure 16:	 Liquid Settling Test Without a Propellant A
(c) Time - 1.0 Sec.
Axial Acceleration = 0.034g
F(1 x)om FM1118 ^`
f
(e) Time - 2.0 Sec.
Axial Acceleration - 0.034g
Propellant Acquisitian Device (Liquid Volume = 25%, Spin-Rat e - 20 rpm)
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from the outer tank wall to the inner wall and returning to the
outer wall. The estimate of the frequency was obtained by divid-
ing the camera speed (200 frames/sec) by the total number of
frames exposed during the travel of the interface from the outer
wall to the inner wall and back to the outer wall. A natural
frequency of 0.77 cycles/sec was obtained for liquid sloshing in
the spinning toroidal tank by averaging several readinge.
A review of previous slosh analysis and testing in toroidal tanks
was made for comparison. All previous work has been performed
under non-spinning conditions. Three possible methods for cal-
culating natural frequencies were identified from the review.
The first two methods were obtained from Reference 8 for toroidal
tanks in two different orientations. The third method employed
data for a horizontal circular canal from Reference 4, as an
approximation for the torus. Table 3 describes the tank orien-
tations and data used in calculating the natural frequencies.
The liquid volume assumed in each case was 25%. In the second
method with the torus mounted vertically, an assumption regarding
propellant distribution had to be made. The height of liquid,
h, used to calculate the natural frequency was assumed to be equal
to that value that would exist when the liquid is distributed uni-
formly in a spinning tank. In the testing reported in Reference 8,
the value of h was the actual height of the liquid volume lying
in the bottom of the tank. The calculated natural frequencies
for the latter two methods in Table 3 show remarkable agreement
with the estimate from the film strip. It may be that these
methods will provide reasonable estimates of natural frequencies
for sloshing analysis in spinning toroidal tanks. However, more
testing is obviously iequired to justify use of these methods.
Additional liquid settling tests were performed with a simulated
propellant acquisition device installed in the tank to evaluate
the ability of the device to retard or damp out slosh motions.
In Figure 17, the results of the second drop test (5Y, liquid,
20 rpm) are shown at various times during the drop. Figure 17(a)
illustrates the liquid orientation at the beginning of the test.
After approximately 0.76 second, the liquid has moved from the
tank top and impacted on the retaining ring of the propellant
acquisition device at the bottom of the inverted tank, as indi-
cated in Figure 17(b). No further liquid movement past the re-
taining ring toward the inner tank wall is noted in subsequent
frames. In other words, this part of the propellant acquisition
device stops the advancement of the liquid toward the bottom of
the tank allowing the liquid to accumulate in the bottom half of
the tank outside of the retaining ring. Figures 17(c) and 17(d)
illustrate this condition. The size of the retaining ring is
sufficient to retain the small quantity of liquid in this position.
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(a) Time - Zero Sec.	 (b) Time - 0.76 Sec
Axial Acceleration - 1.0g
	
Axial Acceleration - 0.034g
(c) Tim* - 1.0 Sec.
Axial Acceleration - 0.034g
(d) Time . 1.5 Sec.
Axial Acceleration v 0.034g
Figt#e 17: Liquid Settling Test With a Propellant Acquisition
Device (Liquid Volume - 5%, Spin-Rate - 20 rpm)
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For the third settling test, a liquid volume of 25% was used.
The corresponding photographic sequence of the liquid motion is
shown in Figure 18. Figure 18(a) shcws the liquid orientation at
the start of the test. Approximately 0.36 second after ititiating
the drop test, the liquid-gas interface has moved up the outer
wall and contacted the retaining ring of the propellant acqui-
sition device as shown in Figure 18(b). After 0.5 second, the
liquid continued to accumulate against the retaining ring as
indicated by the darkening areas in the top and front view of
Figure 18(c), l.: approximately 0.75 second, sufficient liquid
mass has accumulated behind the retaining ring so that the liquid
began to overflow the ring toward the spin axis of the tank. At
1.0 second, the darkened areas inside the ring in Figure 18(d)
illustrate that a small quantity of liquid has accumulated inside
the ring. After 1.5 seconds, the liquid orientation appears to
be stabilized and all significant liquid movement damped out.
The liquid orientation and distribution at 1.5 seconds is shown
in Figure 18(e).
The results of the drop_ test with 507, liquid volume are shown
in Figure 19. Because of the larger mass of liquid, a shorter
time interval, 0.27 second, was required for the liquid-gas
interface to reach the retaining ring shown in Figure 19(b).
After 0.5 second of test time had elapsed, a significant amount
of liquid had spilled over the retaining ring as shown by the
dark ai=as in the top view of Figure 19(c). At 1.0 second, the
liquid appears to be uniformly distributed in the bottom half of
the tank (Figure 19(d)). However, fluid motion is still observed
on the liquid-gas interface in the lower half of the front view
of the tank. After 1.5 seconds, the liquid has moved to an area
between the retaining ring and the tank outer diameter in the
bottom half of the tank (Figure 19(e)). Blear the and of the test
at 2.0 seconds, some of the liquid had moved back toward the spin
axis as indicated by the darkened central portion of the tank top
view in Figure 19(f). It appears that some fluid motion still
was present at the end of the drop test with a 507 liquid volume.
An evaluation of the films from those drop tests employing spin
rates other than 20 rpm was also made. Since the results were
essentially the same as for the 20 rpm tests, photographic data
for these tests are not included in this report. One exception
that should be discussed is the test of a 5% liquid volume at a
spin rate of 50 rpm. This particular test was the only one per-
formed at the higher spin rate. From the start of the test, the
liquid-gas interface moved rapidly to impact the retaining ring
in 0.34 seconds. After impacting on the retaining ring, the
fluid reversed its direction of motion and moved to the outer
30
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(a) Time - Zero Sec. 	 (b) Time - 0.36 Sec.
Axial Acceleration - 1.0g
	
Axial Acceleration
(d) Time - 1.0 Sec.
Axial Acceleration - 0.034g
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Figure 18
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(c) Time - 0.5 Sec.
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iid Settling Test with a Propellant Acquisition
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i ce (Liquid Volume - 25%, Spin-Rate - 20 rpm)
(d) Time - 1.0 Sec.
Axial Acceleration = 0.034g
(e) Time - 1.5 Sec.
Axial AcceleratioV
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(a) Time - Zero Sec.	 (b) Time = 0.27 Sec
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Figure 19: Liquid Settling Teat wi.
(Liquid Volume - 50%, S
'rime = 0.27 Sec.
Axial Acceleration - 0.034g
(c) Time - 0.5 Sec.
Axial Acceleration - 0.034g
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iPropellantd Settling Test with a Prope 	 Acquisition Device
quid Volume = 50%, Spin-Rate - 20 rpm)
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tank surfaces b^:cause of the high radial acceleration associated
with the 50-rpm spin rate. This radial acceleration is approxi-
mately 5 times greater than the 0.034g axial acceleration. After
approximately 1.9 seconds, the liquid appeared uniformly distri-
buted on the outer tank wall. No direct contact existed between
the liquid bulk and the acquisition device retaining ring. How-
ever, the liquid was in contact with the four feeder arms.
For the testing of the 507 liquid volume at 15 and 25 rpm spin
rates, the same condition existed as at 20 rpm. Specifically,
there was still observed some fluid motion at the end of the
drop test. While this motion did not appear to be extremely
fast or violent, this condition does indicate that the largest
liquid volume tested (507) appears to present the worst case as
far as liquid settling and slosh is concerned. Some additional
baffling may be desired to retard or damp the motion completely.
C.	 SPACECRAFT WOBBLE EFFECTS
The third type of tests performed during the test program was
evaluation of the effects of spacecraft wobble on the fluid be-
havior in the toroidal tank. Spacecraft wobble in a spinning
spacecraft may be caused by a misalignment of the engine thrust
vector with the spacecraft spin axis or a misalignment of the
spacecraft spin axis and longitudinal axis owing to migration of
the center-of-mass. Spacecraft wobble could induce propellant
perturbations or sloshiig th^t might impose unduly large require-
ments upon the spacecraft attitude-control system. The purpose
of these tests was to investigate propellant orientation and
stability in the spinning torus when subjected to simulated
spacecraft wobble. Both bench and drop tower tests were used.
Bench testing was performed first with a liquid volume of 75%,
using methanol as the test fluid. The testing was accomplished
using both the flexible and solid bent shafts, previously dis-
cussed. The first tests performed with the flexible shaft con-
sisted of forcing the shaft against its 2 0 stop while the tank
was spinning and then releasing. The objective was to determine
if fluid oscillations induced when the shaft was released would
be magnified or damped out. Spin rates of 50 and 100 rpm were
used. The second type of bench test with the flexible shaft iu-
volved manually cycling the tank spin rate from an initial steady
value to zero and batik to the initial value. Reducing t.e spin
rate to zero would induce a wave pattern on the liquid-gas inter-
" face. Returning the spin rate to its initial value would either
magnify or damp out the wave pattern, lnitial spin rates of 50,
100, and 150 rpm were employed.
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Two types of tests were also performed with the solid, bent
shaft. First, observations of fluid behavior were made with the
tank rotating at constant rates of 50 and 100 rpm. Then, the
manually cycled spin rate procedure described for the flexible
shaft tests was also applied to the solid, bent shaft. Initial
spin rates of 50, 100, and 150 rpm were employed.
Drop tower testing was also employed in the analysis of wobble
effects using water as a test fluid. The change of test fluid
was required when it was found that methanol attacked the cement
used to bond the two halves of the tank together over a period
of time. For the qualitative results to be expected, water was
considered an acceptable fluid. Three tests using the solid,
bent shaft were performed using liquid volumes of 75, 50, and 25%.
A fourth drop test using the flexible shaft and a liquid volume
of 75% was also performed. All drop tests were performed under
zero-g axial acceleration and a radial acceleration of 0.06g.
This radial acceleration corresponds to that experienced in the
full-size propellant tank and is obtained with a spin rate of
30 rpm in the test tank,
Results of the bench tests employing the flexible shaft are given
in the next two figures. Figure 20 shows the orientation of the
liquid at two times during the test employing the 50-rpm spin
rate. The diamond-shaped marker is attached to the tank for
reference purposes. Figure 20(a) shows the conditions just after
the spin axis had been released from its 20 maximum displacement.
The small bent rod shown was used to displace and hold the spin
axis against its stop while spinning prior to starting the test.
In Figure 20(a), the tank has moved as a result of the flexible
coupling spring action toward the right so that liquid is seen
to be accumulating on the left side of the tank. At this time,
some oscillations were also generated on the surface of U,e
liquid. After approximately 3.0 seconds, these oscillations were
damped with the fluid uniformly distributed about the spin axis
as shown in Figure 20(b). A second test employing a spin rate
of 100 rpm produced the same results as the 50 rpm test except
that the initial oscillations appeared to be damped sooner,
approximately 2.0 seconds after release. The reduced damping
time is attributed to the higher radial acceleration associated
with the 100 rpm spin rate.
Typical results of bench tests conducted with the flexible shaft
and manually cycling the initial steady spin rate, to zero and
then back to the steady value, are represented by Figure 21, 	 r
This particular test was for an initial spin rate of 50 rpm. 	 ^.
In Figure 21(a), which has been designated as time zero, the
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(a) Fluid Orientation After
	 (b) Fluid Orientation After 3.2 Sec.
Release of Shaft
Figure 20: Bench Wobble Test Using Flexible Shaft
(Liquid Volume - 75%, Spin-Rate - 50 rpm)
`tea„
(a) Time - Zero Sec.	 (b) Time - 3.2 Sec.
	
Spin-Rate - Zero rpm
	 Spin-Rate - 50 rpm
Induced Slashing
Figure 21: Bench Wobble Test Using Flexible Shaft
(Liquid Volume - 75%, Spin-Rate Cycled)
spin rate has been reduced from 50 rpm to zero and the induced
sloshing is visible. In Figure 21(b), which is 3.2 seconds
later, the spin rate has been returned to 50 rpm and the fluid
sloshing has been damped out. Similar results are obtained with
the 100 and 150 rpm spin rates except the apparent damping time
was less, being approximately 2.7 and 2.8 seconds.
In the series of bench tests conducted with a solid spin shaft
bent at an angle of 20 , observations of the fluid orientation in
the tank under steady-state spinning at 50, 100, and 150 rpm
indicated no significant oscillations or sloshing. in general,
the liquid tends to accumulate in that portion of the torus
farthest away from the spin axis (i.e., in the direction the
shaft is bent). This is more pronounced at higher spin rates
because of the higher resultant centrifugal forces. Figures 22
and 23 show the liquid orientation for spin rates of 50 and 100
rpm, respectively. In both figures, part (a) shows the shaft
bent to the right while part (b) represents a 180 0 rotation with
the shaft bent to the left. In both cases, the interface appears
to be stable w`.th no oscillations or perturbations.
Results of bench tests in which the spin rates were manually
cycled were essentially the same with the solid bent shaft as
those noted with the flexible shaft with one possible exception.
Ic appeared that, with the solid bent shaft, the induced slosh
was amplified significantly when the tank spin rate was increased
from 0 to its initial value. This was especially evident for the
100- and 150-rpm spin rate teats. However, although the slosh
problem appeared to be aggravated, the damping times did not
change appreciably. After 3.4 seconds in the test at 50 rpm,
the liquid-gas interface was stable and non-oscillatory. Approx-
imately 2.8 seconds were required to reach corresponding condi-
tions in the 100- and 150-rpm tests. Figures 24, 25, and 26
present results for the 50, 100, and 150 rpm tests, respectively.
The first drop test, using the solid shaft and 75% liquid volume,
produced no large sloshing or fluid oscillations as a result of
the simulated wobble. However, an unsymmetrical liquid distri-
bution was established because of the tilted tank orientation.
The liquid mass tended to move to the region of the tank farthest
from the spin axis. The fluid displacement, together with a low
Bond number (2.8), resulted in a corresponding displacement of
the ullage bubble into a toroidal segment. This condition is
shown in Figure 27 at 1.5 seconds after initiation of the drop
test. At this time, the liquid-gas interface appeared to be
stable and quiescent. The solid black line around the middle
of the tank in Figures 27 through 30 was placed on the tank for
reference purposes.
^I
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(a)	 Shaft Bend to the Right 	 (b) Shaft Bend to the Left
Figure 22: Bench Wobble Test Using Solid, Bent Shaft
(Liquid Volume - 751t., Spin-Rate - 50 rpm)
(a) Shaft Bend to the Right
	 (b) Shaft Bend to the Left
figure 23: Bench Wobble Test Using Solid, Bent Shaft
(Liquid Volume - 75%. Spin-Rate - 100 rpm)
I
I (a) Time - Zero Sec.
I	 Spin-Rate - Zero rpm
Induced Sloshing
fib) Time - 3.4 Sec.
Spin-Rate = 50 rpm
Figure 24: Bench Wobble Teat Using Solid, Bent Shaft
(Liquid Volume - 75%, Spin-Rate Cycled,
Initial Spin-Rate - 50 rpm)
(a) Time - Zero Sec.	 (b) Time .- 2.1 Sec.
Spin-Rate - Zero rpm	 Spin-Rate - 100 rpm
Induced Sloshing
Figure 25: Bench Wobble Test Using Solid, Bent Shaft
(Liquid Volume - 75%, Spin-Rate Cycled,
Initial Spin-Rate - 100 rpm)	
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(a) Time - Zero Sec.	 (b) Time - 2.8 Sec.
Spin-Rate - Zero rpm
	 Spin-Rate - 150 rpm
Induced Sloshing
Figure 26: Bench Wobble Test Using Solid, Bent Shaft
(Liquid Volume - 75%, Spin-Rate Cycled,
Initial Spin-Rate - 150 rpm)
Figure 27: Drop Tower Wobble Test Using Solid, Bent Shaft
(Liquid Volume - 75%, Spin-Race - 30 rpm,
Time - 1.5 Sec.)
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iin the second drop test with the solid shaft and a liquid volume
of 507., no ullage breakup was observed although the liquid was
distributed unsymmetrically. The test results at 1.5 seconds are
shown in Figure 28. No significant oscillations of the liquid-
gas interface were observed.
For the third test with 25% liquid volume, significant fluid dis-
placement was noted. Figure 29, taken at 1.5 seconds during the
test, shows that the liquid is concentrated on the left side of
the tank in the direction of the bent shaft. At this time,
definite fluid motion was still observed in the drop-test film.
This motion was not rapid or oscillatory in nature but did con-
tinue until the end of the test. Thus liquid settling, as ob-
served in the two previous tests, had not been accomplished at
the end of the drop test for this volume. Wobble effects appear
to influence fluid behavior more at smaller liquid volumes. 	 y
In the fourth drop test with the flexible shaft and a liquid vol-
ume of 75%, some fluid oscillations were observed at the start of
the drop during reorientation from a normal one-g environment to
a near-zero-g condition. However, these oscillations were soon
damped out and a stable, uniform liquid-gas interface was observed.
Figure 30 illustrates the fluid distribution at 1.5 seconds. The
fluid oscillations did not impose sufficient forces on the rotat-
ing tank wall to displace the tank against the 20 stop on the
flexible shaft.
D.	 SPACECRAFT SPIN RATE CHANGE EFFECTS 	 ^.
The spacecraft spin rates during cruise modes or during imaging
at the planet arc relatively low. However, when major velocity
changes are made, higher spacecraft spin rates are required to
minimize the effects of thrust misalignments. A major concern
is that changing the spin rate might induce propellant sloshing
or displacement that could affect spacecraft attitude and control.
The objective of the spin rate change tests was to investigate
propellant orientation and behavior in the toroidal tank when the
spin rate was changed. A minimum spin rate change of 1 rpm/sec
was to be simulated. All spin rate change tests were performed
in the drop tower with zero-g axial acceleration. During the
drop test, a ramp change in voltage to the drive motor was
applied during the 2.1 sec test. This voltage produced a linear
change in spin rate during the drop.
Test conditions for the model tank were based on tangential
velocities and accelerations to be expected with the full-size
tank. For the model tank, an initial spin rate of 50 rpm and a 	 y^
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Figure 28: Drop Tower Wobble Test Using
Solid, Bent Shaft (Liquid
Volume - 507., Spin-Rate
I- rpm, Time	 1i5 See.)
Figure 29: Drop Tower Wobble Test Using
Solid, Bent Shaft (Liquid
Volume - 25%. Spin-Rate
30 rpm, Time - 1.5 Sec.)
Figure 30: Drop Tower Wobble Test Using Flexible Shaft
(Liquid Volume - 75%, Spin-Rate - 30 rpm,
Time - 1.5 Sec.)
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spin-rate change of 10 rpm/sec would be approximately equivalent
to 5 rpm and 1 rpm/sec in the full -size tank. These conditions
were taken as a baseline.
Additional testing at a higher spin-rate change and a higher
initial spin rate was performed. A total of four tests were
completed as follows:
Initial Spin Rate, rpm	 Spin Rate Change, rpm/sec
50 10
50 40
100 10
100 40
The test fluid used was methanol.
The first test, conducted with an initial spin rate of 50 rpm
and a spin-rate change of 10 rpm/sec, approximately simulates
conditions specified for the full-size tank described in Ref-
erence 1. Figure 31 presents a time series of photographs from
this test. In vigure 31(a), the initial orientation of the liquid
is presented.	 I the start of the drop, the spin-rate change of
10 rpm/sec is aeplied to the tank. Figures 31(b), (c), and (d),
illustrate fluid orientation in the tank at 0.5 2 1.0, and 1.8
seconds, respectively. In general, the liquid-gas interface is
oriented parallel to the tank spin axis. Some oscillations and
fluid motion are visible in both the . top and front view of the
tank. Part of this motion resulted from the transition from a
one-g to a zero-g environment at the start of the drop test.
Thus, the sloshing motion observed is-more severe than would
actually be expected. At any rate, the observed sloshing did
not appear to amplify as time progressed,
Results of the second te;it with the spin-rate change of 40 rpm/
sec are similar to the first test except that more turbulence is
noted, both on the liquid-gas interface and within the liquid.
This is to be expected since the higher spin acceleration will
induce larger tank wall tangential velocities in the same period
of time. Figure 32 shows the liquid orientation at 1.6 seconds
after the start of the drop test. Comparison of this figure with
Figure 31(d) (for 10 rpm/sec) will illustrate the difference noted.
Results of doubling the initial spin rate are shown in Figures 33
and 34. Again, increasing the spin acceleration from 10 rpm/sec
(Figure 33) to 40 rpm/sec (Figure 34) increases the degree of
turbulence as anticipated. If Figure 33 is compared with
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(c) Time w 1,.0 Sec.
Spin-Rate - 60 rpm
;d) Time - 1.8 Sec.
Spin-Rate - 68 rpm
(a) Time w Zero Sec.	 (b) Time - 0.5 Sec.
Spin-Rate - 50 rpm
	 Spin-Rate - 55 rpm
Figure 31: Spin-Rate Change EEf cts Test (Liquid Volume - 50% Initial
Spin-Rate - 50 rpm, Spin-Rate Change - 10 rpmfiec.)
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Figure 32: Spin-Rate Change Effects Test `	 Fi gure 33: Spin-Rate Change Effects Teat
(Liquid Volume - 507, Initial 	 (Liquid Volume - 50%, Initial
Spin-Rate - 50 rpm, Spin-Rate 	 Spin-Rate - 100 rpm, Spin-Rate
Change - 40 rpm/sec,
	
Change - 10 rpm/sec,
Time - 1.6 Sec.)
	 Time - 1.5 Sec„)
Figure 31(
change, th
less turbo
N.	 APPLICATION TO
—
FULL-SIZE
-
TANK _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -. _ _ _ _ _
The discussions of the test results presented in the previous
sections have been primarily concerned with the effects as ob-
served in the scale model tank. In this section, the relation
of these observed resi.;lts to the fluid behavior expected in the
full-size tank are briefly analyzed.
Results of the ullage-orientation tests are believed to be
directly applicable to any of the four specified propellants
in the full-size tank (or largeer) at a spin rate of 10 rpm (or
higher), since the test Bond number w, s equal to or less than
those of the four propellants. Hence, in the absence of perturb-
ing forces, the propellants simulated in these tests can be ex-
pected to be symmetrically distributed about the spin axis prior
to engine ignition.
The liquid settling tests performed with the scale-model tank
are considerel conservative since the transition from one-g to
low-g and the location of the test fluid at the top of the tank
combine to induce more severe initial sloshing than would be
expected in the full-size tank in which the acceleration changes
from zero-g to law-g and the propellants are distributed sym-
metrically along the outer tank wall. On the basis of the ob-
servationsj no major sloshing conditions are anticipated in the
full-size tank. Additional baffling could be easily incorporated
if desired for fluid volumes greater than 25%. Two possible low
weight baffling arrangements are shown in Figure 35. In Figure
35(a), a baffle made from perforated plate is attached to the
inner torus wall, as shown. As liquid moves down the outer wall
and over the retaining ring in the bottom of the tank, it will
impact on the vane on the inner tank wall losing some or all of
its kinetic energy. Axial and radial accelerations would then
tend to return the liquid to the vicinity of the retaining ring.
The second baffling arrangement would consist of a perforated
plate extending between the communication channels, as shown in
Figure 35(b). With this baffle, the liquid velocity would be
reduced before the liquid reached the retaining ring. There are
other possible baffling arrangements including,a comb{nation of
the two just discussed. More analytical and experimental work
would be required to define suitable configurations and dimensions.
The maximum liquid volume considered in the liquid settling test
was 50% based on information from Reference 4, that this volume
in spheres was the worst case for slosh. However, disturbing
forces and moments in the toroidal tank may be larger at liquid
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Perforated Plate Baffle
Attached to Inner Tank
Wall
(a) Inner Bvtil.
Perforated Plate Baffle
\	 Attached to Communication
Channels of Propellant
Acquisition Device
r ^
(b) Baffle Between Communication Channels
Figure 35: Possible Slosh Baffling Arrangements
II'
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volumes above 507 because of greater masses of liquid in motion.
Additional testing of the toroidal tank at larger liquid volumes
would be necessary to verify this assumption.
The spacecraft wobble tests performed with the bench facility
indicated no significant sloshing problems would be experienced
in the full-size tank as a result of wobble. Artificially gen-
erated wave motions were damped rather than amplified by the tank
spin rate. The drop tests, however, indicated that an unsym-
metrical propellant distribution can result from wobble in the
full-size tanks. Two factors were involved in these tests.
First, the solid, bent shaft used to simulate wobble motion of
the spacecraft caused an unsymmetrical distribution of the liquid
about the spin axis. Secondly, the spin rate used in the test
produced a low Bond number of 2.8. For the test with the tank
75% fall, these two factors combined to result in a displaced
ullage bubble in the shape of a toroidal segment. For the 507
volume tests, the ullage was stable (no breakup) but the liquid
was unsymmetrically distributed. For the 157 test, the liquid
mass was essentially concentrated on one side of the tank. The
spacecraft in which the full-size tanks might be used is currently
designed to provide for damping of this wobble motion with four
spherical tanks. The substitution of two toroidal tanks can be
expected to impose requirements for such damping no greater than,
and probably less than, those currently provided. Depending on
the frequency of the propellant motion is the spinning toroidal
tanks, the wobble damping requirements could be reduced by pro-
pellant viscous effects.
Results of the spin-rate change tests indicate that, for spin
accelerations representative of the spacecraft, no major slosh
problems are anticipated during spin-up and spin-down with the
present propellant acquisition system design. However, addition
of baffling to this design for liquid settling, as discussed
earlier, might result in fluid motions during spin-rate changes
which could disturb the spacecraft attitude. In this case, a
smaller spin acceleration might be employed.
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V,	 CONCLUSIONS AND 1tECOI'@ffi_NDATIONS
A.	 CONCLUSIONS
In general, no major fluid behavior problems were identified
during testing of a spinning toroidal tank under both bench and
drop tower tests. Specific conclusions reaches. were as follows:
1) In the absence of perturbing forces during coast under
zero-g conditions, propellant distribution should be uniform
and the ullage should be stable and symmetrical in the tank
because of the spacecraft spin stabilization. No breakup
of the ullage bubble should occur for any of the specified
propellants.
2) No major slosh problems are expected during liquid settling.
Additional baffling can be easily incorporated, if desired,
for liquid volumes in excess of 25%.
3) Additional experimental work is required to establish natural
frequency and slosh force data in spinning toroidal tanks
because this information does not appear to be readily
available.
4) Unsymmetrical distribution of propellant resulting from space-
craft wobble appears to be the moat critical fluid behavior
problem in the spinning toroidal tank. However, this problem
is not considered serious since the proposed spacecraft with
four spherical tanks is proviaed with a damper to reduce
wobble to zero and replacement of the spheres with two tor-
oids is not expected to increase the damping requirements.
In fact, a reduction in damping requirements may occur as a
result of propellant viscous effects.
5) During spin rate change tests, the liquid-gas interface was
oriented essentially parallel to the spin axis. Fluid oscil-
lations and perturbations on the interface were distributed
fairly uniformly around the surface. No definite amplifi-
cation of these oscillations was apparent. Therefore,
changing the spacecraft spin rate did not produce signifi-
cant sloshing motion.
4i
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As a result of the findings during the feasibility study preced-
ing this test ,.,ogram and the observations obtained from these
tests, the following recommendations are made for future toroidal
tank development.
1) Slosh tests should be performed on subscale models to de-
termine natural frequencies, forces, and damping factors in
a spinning toroidal tank. Tests should be performed with
and without propellant acquisition devices.
2) Outflow tests of a subscale model should be performed under
one-g conditions to verify design of the propellant acqui-
sition device. Both static and spinning conditions would
be demonstrated.
3) Additional drop tower tests should be performed to further
investigate spacecraft wobble effects. The test tank would
be driven by a flexible coupling which would allow the tank
to wobble while spinning.
4) Additional drop tests should be performed to determine lower
Bond number limit for ullage breakup as a function of liquid
volume.
5) A full-size propellant rank and acquisition device should be
fabricated and assembled to demonstrate the ability to manu-
facture these systems. Subsequent to manufacture, the tank
would be subjected to fluid behavior tests such as slosh,
fill and drain, and outflow.
B.
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